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“Robotics is about us. It is the discipline of emulating ourselves;  

of wondering how we function.” 
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ABSTRACT 

Humans learn to be dexterous by interacting with a wide variety of objects in 

different contexts. Given the description of an object’s physical attributes, humans can 

determine a proper strategy and grasp an object. This paper proposes an approach to 

determine grasping strategy for a 10 degree-of-freedom anthropomorphic robotic hand 

simply based on natural-language descriptions of an object. A probabilistic learning-based 

approach is proposed to help a robotic hand learn suitable grasp poses starting from the 

natural language description of the object. The solution involves a three-step learning 

model. In the first step, the information parsed from an object’s natural-language 

descriptions are used to identify/recognize the object by making use of a novel nearest-

neighbor distance metric. In the second step, the probability distribution of grasp types 

for the given object is learned using a deep neural net which takes in object features as 

input. The labels for this grasp learning model is supplied from human grasping trials. The 

discrete, two-dimensional grasp type/size vector is mapped back to the ten-dimensional 

robot joint-angles configuration space using linear inverse-kinematics models. The 

grasping strategy generated by the proposed approach is evaluated both by simulation 

study and execution of the grasps on an AR10 robotic hand. 

Index Terms—robotic grasping, human grasp primitives, natural language 

processing, object features extraction, neural networks classification. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

A five-digit hand configuration with an opposable thumb is considered to be the 

single most important evolutionary development that contributed to human evolutionary 

success. We humans, in turn, have shaped the world around us to take advantage of this 

unique facility. It is imperative then, that functional robots of the future need to be adept 

in navigating this world which is designed for a five-digit human hand. However, helping 

robots master the grasping skill has been an elusive goal – unless, of course, the robot is 

operating within a highly controlled environment and performing very specific pre-

programmed tasks. 

There are considerable application scenarios where an autonomous robotic hand 

could be invaluable. Imagine robots working in hazardous environments, in disaster 

struck zones, where the robot may have to interact with unfamiliar environments. Or 

consider the more mundane task of housework to help the elderly or the disabled. Robots 

would have to interact with multitude of different objects laid out in many different 

orientations. An autonomous robotic hand with somewhat close to human level dexterity 

would result in significant improvement in human productivity and safety. 

However, training humanoid robotic hands on grasping is manifestly complex. It 

is very challenging to codify all possible grasps for such a robotic hand. Complexities exist 

both in perception (identification of object affordances) and action (grasp planning and 

execution). Recent research on grasping have, therefore, focused on learning-based 

approaches. However, most of the work is focused on two or three-fingered robotic 
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clamps [1, 2]. The research of grasping planning for an anthropomorphic robotic hand is 

more challenging and deserves more effort [3, 4]. 

In studying humanoid robotic hands, we first need to understand how humans 

interact with objects. Most objects and tools of daily use are designed for convenient 

grasping and manipulation by human hands. However, there are myriad grasping poses 

possible depending on an object’s physical properties such as shape, size, mass, texture, 

orientation, and function. Given the object affordances, humans can choose from one of 

those feasible grasps in an instant. This is because, people have learned from daily 

experience the optimal strategy of grasping depending on their desired operation and 

the physical attributes of an object. 

Behind this simple task of grasping an object, the human brain is executing a series 

of subtasks with the associated decision-making and error-correction process in real time. 

To complete each of these subtasks the brain selects and executes appropriate motor 

strategy learned earlier by the human sensorimotor apparatus. These ‘learned strategies’, 

also called as action-phase controllers [5], utilize the input sensory signals and 

corresponding predictions by the nervous system to produce motor commands to 

accomplish the given motor task. To accurately estimate the specific motor output 

required, action-phase controllers need the information about an object’s physical 

properties and the current configuration of the hand. 

The inspiration for this study is the human grasping mechanism - not only from the 

sensorimotor task of human grasping, but also the learning process itself. This study is 

therefore, an exploration in emulating a part of the human brain’s action-phase controller 

model to accomplish grasping using humanoid robotic hand. 
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1.2 Study Overview 

Learning robotic grasps by emulating human grasping strategies can be thought 

of as solving three distinct problems of Perception, Prediction and Action. The framework 

of the proposed approach is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Framework of the proposed approach 

1.2.1 Perception 

It is critical to get an accurate understanding of the object’s physical attributes 

before deciding on a grasping strategy. We propose to use the natural language 

descriptions of objects to parse and extract objects features. Natural language 

communication is considered as the most convenient and favorable way for human-robot 

interaction. The customization and adaptability of robots could be significantly improved 

if they can understand object descriptions instead of programmed parameters. This mode 

of interaction is akin to describing the object to a blindfolded human and guiding her/him 

to grasp an object. This mode of interaction was chosen so that a robot equipped with 
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this skill could continue to be useful in situations where the robot’s vision is obscured or 

unavailable.  

Natural language descriptions of objects by humans, often, tends to be incomplete 

and imprecise. Human brain makes instantaneous decisions on grasp strategy by relying 

on past knowledge of having held or seen such objects and relying on our estimates of 

its physical features such as weight, texture, stiffness etc. Anyone who has experienced 

the feeling of objects lifted off their hand when grasping, because they wrongly estimated 

the object to be heavier than it actually was, understands that without the prior 

knowledge of the object’s features, human grasp would not be as effective as it usually is. 

In order to equip robots with a similar prior knowledge of the objects, we propose 

here a novel method to recognize objects using their natural language descriptions. The 

parsed objects are cross-referenced with a dataset of various objects and their physical 

features. The object is identified based on calculated probabilities of the described 

features matching the object’s features. Once the object is identified, the robot has 

complete access to the object’s physical features. In this approach, the object database 

models the human prior knowledge/experience; the probabilistic search and 

identification represents the human memory recall and recognition process. 

1.2.2 Prediction 

Human hand has 20 degrees-of-freedom (DOF) and consists of thousands of 

mechanoreceptors. In comparison, AR10 Humanoid Robotic Hand, which is being used 

for this study, is equipped with 10 servos and no force feedback. In this limited context, to 

estimate grasp is to estimate the set of angles of the finger joints. However, predicting 10 

joint angles given a list of object’s features, is still somewhat of an intractable problem due 

to the infinite ways these joint angles can be configured. In this study, a novel method is 
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being proposed to make this problem tractable. We discretize the joint angle 

configuration space to different types of human grasps, whereby only the specific grasp 

type needs to be learned. The variations resulting out of differing object sizes, are 

addressed by introducing a scaling factor to the joint angles. This approach makes the 

problem of learning five-fingered grasps tractable; by first discretizing the grasp space and 

next, by reducing the dimensionality of the problem.  

The problem of grasp selection could have been treated as a multi-class 

classification problem involving the selection of one of the possible grasps from the 

human grasp primitives. However, complexities exist in grasp labeling. There is  no one 

ideal way to grasp a given object. Humans tend to choose grasps based on the object’s 

position, orientation, intended action and sometimes even making arbitrary grasp 

choices. 

So, the problem then, is to choose - not an ideal grasp, but to choose one from a 

set of the feasible grasps, which perhaps, would  also be a preferred human grasp. To 

achieve this, multiple human grasping trials were conducted, and frequencies of the 

grasps were used as the labels against each object. A deep neural network model was 

trained on this labeled dataset to estimate probabilities of various grasp types conditioned 

on object’s physical features. The success of the approach is evaluated by validating the 

most probable (predicted) grasp against the feasible set of human labeled grasps.  

1.2.3 Action 

The final step is to test the predicted grasp type by executing the grasp on an AR10 

anthropomorphic hand with new unfamiliar set of objects. In order to accomplish this, 

we perform inverse kinematics to calculate the 10 joint angles from the grasp dimension 

(the dimensions of the object along which it is grasped). Again, to keep the inverse 
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kinematics tractable, we use a linear learning model to estimate the robot joint angles 

given the object dimensions. 

1.2.4 Study Outline 

Human grasping is a complex phenomenon with disproportionately large portion 

of the human sensorimotor apparatus dedicated to grasping. Therefore, it is no surprise 

that robotic grasping is a complex and as yet unsolved problem. The contribution of this 

study is to further the knowledge and understanding of human grasping in the context 

of emulating human type grasps on a five-fingered robotic hand. In summary, the 

hypothesis of this study is that  

▪ In a world designed for human grasping and manipulation, robotic grasping is 

best accomplished by emulating human grasping behavior. 

▪ Human grasping is more than just a set of mechanical actions. It is built on 

knowledge of the world around us and the experience gained by repeated 

tactile interaction with the objects. Robots need to be equipped with similar, 

equivalent knowledge for them to succeed at grasping. 

In order to demonstrate this idea, a set of everyday objects are chosen to train the robot, 

to impart the knowledge and experience that is needed for it to succeed at grasping. 

Multiple learning models with novel concepts are developed and validated in the course 

of exploring the five-fingered robotic grasping problem. The models are tested through 

simulations and experiments with the physical robot. The results are quite encouraging. 
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Research on robotic grasping of unknown and unfamiliar objects have been 

underway for few decades. A considerable number of those studies are conducted using 

either two or three-fingered clamps, but the research of grasping on anthropomorphic 

robotic hands has received comparatively less attention. 

Learning techniques have been extensively used to solve object recognition, pose 

estimation, grasp planning and execution [6, 7]. Most of such research [8] was focused 

strongly on object recognition using images or 3D point clouds. In the following 

subsections, we will review these problems independently and summarize the 

contribution of the proposed approach for grasping strategy determination using natural 

language descriptions. 

2.1 Understanding Human Grasps 

Human hand has 20 degrees of freedom (not including the wrist joint), thousands 

of mechanoreceptors [5] and therefore, a significant amount of the brain’s resources are 

dedicated to grasping tasks. Understanding human grasps is, therefore, is not a trivial task. 

Most of the efforts in understanding grasps [9, 10] have been to breakdown the human 

grasping into discrete classes. A structured classification of grasps is discussed in [9] based 

on object shapes and task requirements. More recently a new and more comprehensive 

version of the Grasp taxonomy has been developed [10] and refined by de-coupling them 

from the object shapes and the tasks being performed. A neuroscience-based approach 

to simplify and understand human grasps is proposed in [11]. The study reports that hand 

posture can be decomposed into very few general configurations and that the finer 
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adjustments can be achieved by superposition of such grasp poses. The research in [12] 

is built on this concept and has proposed a method of using ’eigengrasps’ to reduce 

dimensionality of grasps. Reducing dimensionality is a necessary step to make the 

problem of learning grasps tractable. In our study we have used a different approach to 

achieve the same goal which is discussed in following sections. 

2.2 Learning Robotic Grasps 

Robotic dexterity has been a difficult goal for a while and multiple approaches have 

been proposed to help the robots master the grasping skill. Earlier methods involved 

analytical approaches to calculate object affordances and contact forces to determine 

grasp successes [13]. Knowledge based systems and expert systems have been employed 

to choose grasps [9, 14]. But the sheer number of variations of human grasps and the 

difficulty in modeling various grasp scenarios limit such approaches to few narrow 

applications. Recent proposals have therefore, focused on learning methods [15, 16, 17, 

18, 19, 20], especially application of deep learning methods to learn grasps [21, 22, 7, 23]. 

During our research into various learning models to grasps, in order to address the 

grasp confusion, we explored models that can learn with multiple labels. The study in [24] 

discusses in detail the classification using multiple labels.  

2.3 Natural Language Processing 

There is considerable body of work related to natural language processing. Specific 

to robotics, natural language descriptions to understand object affordances, have been 

studied but mostly in the context of complementing machine vision [25] and to recognize 

objects [26]. Wang et al. [27] discussed the use of fixed patterns for natural-language 

parsing and extracting attributes but the focus was on object recognition. Farhadi et al. 

[28] used object descriptions for the purpose of object identification. Hu et al. [29] discuss 
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a method to localize an object within an image using Recurrent Convolutional Neural 

networks. 

 The study in [30] proposes to use Bayesian Models to derive subject/object relation 

using syntactic parsing. Here the focus is more on the action verbs rather than descriptive 

adjectives and nouns. Another study [31] proposes the uses of Bayesian models in Natural 

Language Processing to distinguishing between types of pronouns. 

Our goal here is a novel one, in that, we are trying to parse specific attributes from 

natural-language descriptions for the purpose of learning to grasp the object. To the best 

of our survey, this paper is the first work that uses natural-language descriptions to aid 

robotic grasping. 

2.4 Object Recognition using Natural Language Inputs 

Object recognition is key to robot functioning and its efficacy in navigating the 

physical world. Especially for grasping, a much more refined information about the object 

is required. In addition to shape and size information, additional features such as an 

object’s stiffness and fragility can make a difference in grasp strategy. Most obvious 

approach to gathering this information is directly from the environment using 2D or 3D 

vision inputs. Studies such as [32] suggest that the novel method of representing objects 

using projection coefficients using an approach called as Bayesian Eigenobjects to match 

basic elements of objects shape. Another study [16] uses shape templates to determine 

grasps. Of course, the more traditional approach to matching objects using 3D point 

clouds have been to use Iterative Closest Point (ICP) methods.  

In our exploration of suitable methods that use natural language inputs (instead 

of vision) to recognize objects, we found one [26] where a probabilistic model is used to 

construct a model of  an unfamiliar object’s appearance using its natural language 
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description. But, once again the intent here was to recognize such an object from a visual 

scene.  

With our focus being on grasping using five fingered hand, we needed more than 

shape and size of the object. Furthermore, such features had to extracted using natural 

language description of the object. Human expertise in recognizing objects from their 

description comes from our experiential learning. In emulating such a behavior by robots, 

we need to provide the robot an equivalent to human memory/experience and then use 

the natural language descriptions to find the closest match.  

Finding the closest match between the described and the recorded object features 

was treated as a problem of finding minimum vectorial distance between the features. In 

its basic form, the proposed approach is similar to closest-point methods but with 

extremely limited set of features extracted from natural language. We explored several 

compatible distance metrics [33, 34]starting with Euclidian, Manhattan distances. While 

many of them were useful in object recognition, some were susceptible to confusion 

when they encounter objects with similar shapes/sizes. 

There is considerable body of work on robotics grasping. In researching for this 

study, we encountered so many different approaches to solve this problem. It was both 

inspiring and informative. To the best of this research, the overall idea of using natural 

language descriptions for recalling objects and planning/synthesizing grasps using 

human grasp taxonomies as templates is a novel one. 
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CHAPTER 3  

METHODOLOGY 

The central objective of this study is to explore the idea that a robot can be 

equipped with skills to employ an appropriate grasping strategy to grasp an object, given 

the natural language description of the said object. As in humans, the grasping task 

involves perceiving the object’s physical features (affordances), predicting the appropriate 

grasp configuration, and  executing the grasp by manipulating the robot’s fingers. By 

early childhood, humans master these skills through repeated tactile interaction with the 

objects around. They gain and retain the knowledge about what to expect of the object 

in terms of shape, texture, weight, stiffness etc. Such understanding helps them in crafting 

appropriate grasping strategies under various contexts. In this study, we are attempting 

to explicitly impart these skills to the robot by employing multiple learning models. 

In the following sections, we discuss in detail about the conceptualization and 

development of the various learning models that are required to train the robot on these 

skills. 

3.1 Perception – Converting Syntax to Semantics 

Asking a robot to choose a right grasp with just the natural language description 

of an object is akin to asking a blindfolded person to grasp an object by describing the 

object features. It is easy to imagine that, even blindfolded, humans can easily accomplish 

this task especially if they are familiar with the object. Humans do this by drawing up on 

their experience of grasping same or similar objects – by first recalling the object’s features 

and then choosing a grasp that is most suitable. Of course, this would be considerably 

more challenging if the subject has never seen or held the object being described.  
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Therefore, to estimate a suitable grasp, the robot has to be first equipped with the 

prior knowledge of the world and secondly learn to identify the object. In the context of 

this study, the list of objects and their physical features would be the proxy for the prior 

knowledge of the world – a world consisting of a limited number of graspable household 

objects.  

We propose to equip the robot with these skills by developing learning models to:  

▪ Firstly, parse the natural language description and extract as many of the 

physical features as possible of the object being described 

▪ Secondly, we cross-reference this feature set with a dataset of objects – 

identifying the object with matching descriptions. 

3.1.1 Object Attributes of Interest 

The first step in understanding object descriptions is to know what physical 

attributes of the object influence grasping decisions. Human grasp strategies depend on 

numerous factors including object shape, size, weight, texture, stiffness and sometimes 

fragility, temperature, wetness [35]. With our goal being able to understand these object 

features by parsing natural language descriptions, we had to be parsimonious in our 

choice of object attributes. Based on the discussion in the earlier studies [35, 10], it was 

decided to use the following set of features shown in Table 1 
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TABLE 1. DESCRIPTION OF OBJECT FEATURE SET 

Feature  Description Value Range 

𝐚 Longest1 
Dimension (cm)  

𝐚 ∈ ℝ 

𝐛 Median 
Dimension (cm) 

𝐛 ∈ ℝ 

𝐜 Shortest 
Dimension (cm) 

𝐜 ∈ ℝ 

𝐦 Mass (grams) 𝐦 ∈ ℝ 

𝐬 Object Shape 𝐬 𝛜 {thin, compact, prism, long, radial} 

mt Material type  𝐦𝐭 𝛜 {fabric, glass, metal, paper, plastic, rubber, wood, other} 

r Rigidity of the 
object 

𝐫 𝛜 {rigid, soft} 

t Texture 𝐭 𝛜 {grippy, rough, medium, smooth, slippery} 

fr Fragility 𝐟𝐫 𝛜 {fragile, medium, sturdy} 

 

To understand the relative importance of these features, we ran a feature ranking 

algorithm on the final labeled data set. The experiment and results are discussed in latter 

sections. We were able to objectively show, using data, that the features in the order of 

importance are the size followed by shape, mass, texture, material, stiffness and fragility. 

This knowledge helped us in prioritizing the features that are parsed from natural 

language descriptions. 

3.1.2 Translating Object Descriptions to Features 

During our study, when asked to describe objects, it was natural for human 

subjects to describe the objects by stating its approximate dimensions such as “it is about 

                                                 
1 a, b and c dimensions are measured along three orthogonal directions 
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ten centimeters long and two centimeters in diameter, weighs about hundred grams, is 

made of plastic.”. Our attempt is to process such statements using customized Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) techniques and estimate the object features f that are needed 

to ‘recognize’ the object being described and subsequently learn the grasp types.  

TABLE 2. NATURAL LANGUAGE PARSING ALGORITHM 

Algorithm 1: Natural-Language Parsing Algorithm 

Input: Object description string: ObjDescription 

Input: Regular Expression: regex 

Output: Array of available object features: l = [a, b, c, m ….] 

WordToks  tokenize(ObjDescription) 

POSToks  ApplyPartsofSpeechTokens(WordToks) 

PhraseTree  PerformChunking(POSToks, regex) 

for each Chunk in PhraseTree do 

 if Chunk contains QuantitativeDescriptor then 

  l  ParseToNumber(Chunk) 

 end if 

 if Chunk contains QualitativeDescriptor then 

  l  ParseToCategorical(Chunk) 

 end if 

 if l contains null then 

  l  DataImputation(l) 

 end if 

end for 
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For a sample set of objects, human subjects created natural language descriptions. 

The objective was to obtain a mapping between the description and the feature-set 

corresponding to the object. 

 𝐥 →  𝐟 = [𝐚, 𝐛, 𝐜, 𝐦, 𝐬, 𝐦𝐭, 𝐫, 𝐭, 𝐟𝐫] (3.1) 

where l  is a training datum containing natural language description of a sample object 

and f is the objects feature set. The training algorithm is shown in Table 2. 

The natural language statements are cleaned up by lemmatizing and removal of 

stop words. The phrases then are tagged with Parts of Speech labels (POS tagging). Of 

special interest, are any available quantitative and qualitative descriptors of the object(s). 

We use parts-of-speech tagging followed by chunking to parse specific feature 

descriptors. We look for expression chunks such as “two centimeters long”, “made of 

plastic” or “very rough”, and then we create a chunk-tree using regular expressions as 

shown in Figure 2.  

 

Figure 2. Example: Object description parsed into chunks using regular expressions 

When we encounter more than one dimensional descriptor, we take the largest value 

and assign it to feature a, the smallest to feature c and the intermediate one to feature b.  
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One of the challenges of NLP is that if we do not have all feature descriptors then 

we have null values instead. One example is when the object has a radial symmetry, it is 

described only by diameter. For such cases, we perform data imputation using a rule-

based approach of estimating the missing dimension based on the other available 

dimensions of the object. The rule itself was derived from the priors in the data. The 

success of this NLP model is evaluated by scoring the parsed values with the 

measured/labeled values and the scores are used improve the NLP algorithm. 

3.1.3 Memory recall and object identification 

Even with a reasonably detailed elucidation of an object’s features, natural human 

descriptions, often tend to be either imprecise or incomplete or both. For example, the 

general tendency is to round-off dimensions and mass; often missing to mention certain 

features such as material type or texture or getting them wrong. A human subject can still 

work with the information available only because of the recall of having seen/held such 

an object. 

In this study, we propose to substitute the human memory with a curated dataset 

of objects and their physical features. The methodology used to ‘recall’ the object being 

described, is as follows: 

- Convert the feature set extracted from natural language description into vector. 

Any categorical variables are converted to one-hot encoded binary features. 

- Use a distance metric to compare the above reference vector with each object 

in the dataset.  

- Choose the object ‘closest’ to the reference object as the object being described 

In the NLP domain, there are multiple popular distance metrics available to 

measure vectoral distances. Particular to our context, we found that most of the metrics 
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did not result in the desired level of accuracy. We therefore propose a distance metric 

based on joint probabilities to measure the vector distances. The rationale and the 

derivation for the distance metric is provided below.  

Consider a dataset of objects and their physical features. Let f(i) represent the m 

features corresponding to an ith object from this dataset. 

 𝐟(𝐢) =  [𝐟𝟏
(𝐢), 𝐟𝟐

(𝐢), 𝐟𝟑
(𝐢) … 𝐟𝐣

(𝐢) … 𝐟𝐦
(𝐢)]    𝐢 ∈ [𝟏, 𝐍]  𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐣 ∈ [𝟏, 𝐦] (3.2) 

And let f(o) represent the features parsed from the natural language description of the 

reference object. 

 𝐟(𝐨) =  [𝐟𝟏
(𝐨)

, 𝐟𝟐
(𝐨)

, 𝐟𝟑
(𝐨)

… 𝐟𝐣
(𝐨)

… 𝐟𝐦
(𝐨)

] (3.3) 

More common distance measures such as Euclidian, Minkowski and Cosine distances 

measure the proximity of a point in n-dimensional space. However, for this study, to 

increase the probability of the correct match, it was necessary to not only ensure the 

proximity of the points in the normed vector space, but also to ensure proximity of each 

individual feature. This would help in the identification accuracy and the confidence. To 

that end, we calculate the distance of each feature of the reference object with that of an 

object in the dataset. We then calculate the independent probability of the ith object being 

selected conditioned on distance of the jth feature. Features that are closer in value are 

assigned a higher probability.  

Consider the feature j ∈ [1,m] of an ith object. We would like our metric to report a 

smaller value if the feature 𝐟𝐣
(𝐢)

 is closer to  𝐟𝐣
(𝐨)

. 

Let 𝐝𝐣 be the absolute distance between the two feature values given by 

 𝐝𝐣 =  |𝐟𝐣
(𝐢) −  𝐟𝐣

(𝐨)
|  (3.4) 
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We calculate the probability of the ith object being mapped to the reference object given 

the distance 𝐝𝐣 of the jth feature as 

 𝐏(𝐢 → 𝐨 | 𝐝𝐣) =  
𝟏

(𝟏 + 𝐝𝐣)
  (3.5) 

Equation (3.5) helps in converting distances to a number between 0 and 1. Additionally, 

as the value of dj increases, the probability decays very fast. 

The overall probability of mapping ith object to the reference object being described, is 

the joint probability over all the features of the object, given by: 

 𝐏(𝐢 → 𝐨 | 𝐨) = ∏ 𝐏(𝐢 → 𝐨 | 𝐝𝐣)
𝐦

𝐣=𝟏
  (3.6) 

This approach ensures that only that object which match the reference object’s every 

individual, available features is the one that results in a highest probability value.  

We then iterate over all the objects in the dataset and assign the respective joint 

probabilities of each of them being mapped to the reference object and would like to 

choose the one with the maximum joint probability over all the objects in the dataset. The 

object selected as the closest match to the reference object is given as 

 𝐟∗ = 𝐚𝐫𝐠 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐢

∏ 𝐏(𝐢 → 𝐨 | 𝐝𝐣)
𝐦

𝐣=𝟏
  (3.7) 

The joint probabilities tend to get numerically smaller. The equation can be log 

transformed to avoid numerical issues. Substituting (3.5) and applying transformation  

 𝐟∗ = 𝐚𝐫𝐠 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐢

∑ 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝐞
𝟏

(𝟏 + 𝐝𝐣)

𝐦

𝐣=𝟏
  (3.8) 

Log probabilities are negative, so we take a negative of the log and look at the minimum 

over all observations. We get, 

 𝐟∗ = 𝐚𝐫𝐠 𝐦𝐢𝐧 
𝐢

∑ 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝐞(𝟏 + |𝐟𝐣
(𝐢) −  𝐟𝐣

(𝐨)
| )

𝐦

𝐣=𝟏
  (3.9) 
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Using this distance metric, the probability of the match decays at a much faster rate as 

each of the features deviate from the reference. That helps in nonlinearly increasing the 

distance of unlikely candidates and filtering out the unlikely matches with more 

confidence. This distance measure can be used on a dataset with contains a combination 

of continuous and categorical (transformed to one-hot binary encoding) features without 

any need for data normalization. 

In this approach, f* corresponds to an object in the dataset that results in the 

smallest distance between its features and the that of the reference object. A feature of 

this approach is that, even when there is no exact match for the reference object in the 

dataset, the approach always finds and reports the closest available object - resulting in 

false-positive identifications of the object. This behavior, while not desirable, will still serve 

the ultimate objective of identifying a suitable grasp for the reference object. By 

identifying an object closely matching the description of the reference object, we 

continue to retain the ability of choosing the most suitable grasp because the reference 

object has physical features very similar to the object chosen by the algorithm. 

3.2 Prediction - Learning to Emulate Human Grasps 

The goal now, is to learn a mapping that takes in the features f* of an object 

recognized (‘recalled’) from the natural language description, and outputs a grasp G.  

Before we can predict grasps suitable to hold & manipulate specific objects, we first 

need to define what a grasp is. In mechanical terms we can define grasp as a set of angles 

of the finger joints and the magnitude of the contact forces applied by the fingers & palm 

to the objects. Controlling the grasp force requires that the robotic hand to have force 

feedback & control system. But not all robotic hands are equipped with force feedback. 

The Active8 Robotics AR10 robotic hand, which is the model being used for the 
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experiments in this study is not equipped with force feedback either. So, for the purpose 

of this study, we restrict the grasp definition to include only the hand configuration i.e. 

the 10 joint angles of the AR10 fingers which are controlled by 10 servos. 

3.2.1 Grasp Definition 

 

Figure 3. AR10 Robotic Hand with 10 Degrees of Freedom 

For a humanoid robotic hand with 5 fingers, the grasp posture is defined by just the joint 

angles of the fingers. In this study, we use the AR10 robotic hand, shown in Figure 3, that 

has 10 DOFs and no sensors. Therefore, each grasp posture can be defined as a point in 

10-dimensional joint configuration space.  

A grasp G can be defined as: 

 𝐆 = [𝛉𝟏, 𝛉𝟐, … 𝛉𝟏𝟎] ∈  ℝ𝟏𝟎  (3.10) 
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Each θ can be continuously varied over the operating range of the servos to result in 

infinite number of grasp G. Labelling and then learning G associated with various objects 

is almost intractable.  

One of the key contributions of this study is to discretize and reduce the 

dimensionality of this 10-dimensional space towards making this problem of learning 

grasps, tractable. We propose to map this 10-dimensional space to a 2-dimensional 

subspace given by: 

 𝐆 = 𝐟(𝐡, 𝛂) (3.11) 

where 𝐡 ∈  {h1, h2, . . , hk} represents one of the human grasp types and  

 α ∈ R is a scalar which determines the size and dimension of the grasp.  

Each 𝐡𝐤  =  [𝛉𝐤𝟏, 𝛉𝐤𝟐, . . . , 𝛉𝐤𝟏𝟎] is a unique combination of joint angles representing one 

of the human grasps with θkj chosen such that 𝐡𝐤 mimics a particular human grasp type 

from the grasp taxonomy. The g then maps to 𝐆 as: 

 𝐆 = [𝛉𝟏, 𝛉𝟐, … 𝛉𝟏𝟎] =  𝛂. 𝐡 (3.12) 

Our hypothesis, therefore, is that we can define a range of grasps using just two 

parameters, namely the human grasp type h and the scalar α. So, the problem now can 

be re-stated as learning a mapping between the set of object-features f* to 𝐆 defined by 

𝛂. 𝐡. 

3.2.2 Grasp Taxonomy 

Now the task is to define the set of applicable grasp strategies h. Our hypothesis is 

that robotic grasps can be made effective by emulating human grasps. In our attempt to 

choose a suitable taxonomy of human grasps, we reviewed several different approaches 

to classification.  
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Figure 4. Human Grasp Taxonomy derived from [9] 

Although more comprehensive taxonomies are available [10], we decided that such fine 

resolutions between various grasp types are not warranted for this study. Such highly 

resolved grasp types cannot be achieved using a robotic hand (AR10) with limited 

dexterity with only 10 DOFs. Therefore, we decided to go with the Grasp Taxonomy 

presented by Cutkosky [9] for our study. Even within this taxonomy, we have restricted 

ourselves to the six higher level classifications and ignored the finer divisions of these 

grasps. This is because, based on our hypothesis stated above, the finer adjustments can 

be obtained by combining these six grasp types with the scalar. The chosen human grasp 

classification and the nomenclature for each grasp is shown in Figure 4, where the 

prefixes ‘w’ and ‘r’ stand for Power and Precision grasps [9, 35]. 

Grasp type labels are derived from the grasp classification shown in Figure 4. The 

grasp type h is one of the grasp types drawn from the set of human grasp primitives as 

shown 

 𝐡 ∈ {𝐰𝐭, 𝐰𝐩, 𝐰𝐡, 𝐰𝐜, 𝐫𝐩, 𝐫𝐜} (3.13) 
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Figure 5. Illustrations of grasp type and size 

Grasp size is the dimension a, b, c or their combinations, around which the grasp closure 

occurs. Refer Figure 5 for illustration of grasp dimension. Labels such as these are used in 

[10] and is useful for deciding the extent of hand closure while modeling robot 

forward/reverse kinematics. Grasp dimension d is defined as: 

 𝐝 ∈ {𝐚, 𝐛, 𝐜, 𝐚𝐛, 𝐛𝐜, 𝐚𝐜, 𝐚𝐛𝐜} (3.14) 

Once h and d are known, α can be derived as follows. The precise nature of mapping 

between α, h and d are discussed in detail in latter sections. 

 𝛂 = 𝐟(𝐡, 𝐝) (3.15) 

During experiments with human subjects, it was observed that for most object grasp 

combinations, the selection of grasp type h defines the selection of grasp dimension d and 

hence the size α. However, for certain object-grasp combination, we found the choices of 

grasp dimensions tend to be different between different attempts/trials with same grasp 

but held along a different orientation. Such confusions were mostly seen with objects 

whose a/b or b/c ratios were close to 1.  
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To address this confusion of grasp dimension, it was decided to create a new grasp 

classification by concatenating the grasp type and dimension. Some grasp types do not 

go with certain grasp dimensions. For example, other than ‘Circular’ grasps, no other 

grasp type uses ‘abc’ dimension. ‘Thin’ grasp cannot be executed along the longest 

dimension ’a’. So, the new classification was a subset of the combinations of the grasp 

types and dimensions with only the combinations occurring in the dataset being chosen. 

The new grasp taxonomy was defined as: 

 𝐇 ∈ {𝐫𝐜. 𝐚𝐛, 𝐫𝐜. 𝐛𝐜, 𝐫𝐩. 𝐛, 𝐫𝐩. 𝐜, 𝐰𝐜. 𝐚𝐛𝐜, 𝐰𝐡. 𝐛𝐜, 𝐰𝐡. 𝐜, 𝐰𝐩. 𝐛𝐜, 𝐰𝐭. 𝐜} (3.16) 

3.2.3 Labeling Grasps 

During initial attempts to label grasps by mapping one human grasp type to one 

object, we noticed that for many test objects, the predicted grasps were different than 

the human preferred grasps. Upon inspection it was found that the predicted grasps were 

in fact, one of the legal grasps that could yet be used to execute on the robot. This led us 

to revisit our labeling strategy and to explore ways to accommodate the variation in 

human grasp choices. 

Most studies [35, 9, 5] attempting to understand and codify human grasps have 

concluded that human grasp choice is a function of object affordances (geometry, texture 

etc.) and the task requirements (forces, mobility, etc.). Even then, attempts to assign one 

most suitable grasp for a given object-task combination have not been conclusive. This is 

mainly because, even for one specific object-task combination, there are multiple grasp 

choices possible and oftentimes, such choices appear to be arbitrary and not amenable 

for deterministic modeling. However, human grasp choices do tend to cluster [11] when 

studied over a large set of objects. Both the clustering effect and the confusions between 

grasp types can be seen in the data presented by [10]. The data shows that, for a single 
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object, in the course of picking, handling and using, is held using multiple different grasp 

types. There is no one-to-one mapping of one object to one grasp type. This is the principal 

reason for confusion while studying and synthesizing grasps.  

Therefore, the problem of grasp selection is not of selecting one ideal grasp, but it 

is the selection of one of the many feasible grasp types, chosen from the human grasp 

taxonomy, for the given context. 

Therefore, instead of learning a single label from H it was decided to use the vector 

of probabilities of grasp types as the labels. To calculate the probabilities of each grasp 

type, we replicated the human grasps over 9 trials (3 individuals with 3 attempts each) 

encouraging the subjects to try alternate ways of holding the object / securing the grasp. 

The frequencies of the grasp choices were converted to respective probabilities.  

So now we can learn the mapping that takes feature f and outputs the vector of 

probabilities. 

 𝐟 → 𝐏(𝐇|𝐟) = [𝐏(𝐫𝐜. 𝐚𝐛|𝐟), 𝐏(𝐫𝐜. 𝐛𝐜|𝐟), . , . , . , . , . , . , 𝐏(𝐰𝐭. 𝐜|𝐟)]  (3.17) 

For example, when conducting the grasp trials with a calculator, across all three subjects, 

5 times out of 9 the grasp chosen was rp.b (Precision/Prismatic/Held along dimension b); 

grasp type rp.c was used twice and wt.c was recorded twice.  

Object: Calculator / Grasp Frequencies: rp.b: 5, rp.c: 2, wt.c:2 

The label was encoded as: 

 𝐏(𝐇|𝐟𝐜𝐚𝐥𝐜𝐮𝐥𝐚𝐭𝐨𝐫) =  [𝟎, 𝟎,
𝟓

𝟗
,   

𝟐

𝟗
, 𝟎, 𝟎,   𝟎, 𝟎,

𝟐

𝟗
]  (3.18) 

Despite the uncertainty in grasp choice, our goal is still to select one of the feasible grasp 

type so that it can be executed on the robot. So, the grasp chosen should be the one 
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corresponding to the highest probability from the output (predicted) probability 

distribution. 

Scoring such a model where the labels are probability distributions, requires a 

somewhat of a different metric than just comparing the one hot encoded labels which is 

used in traditional multi-class classification models. Here, we use a custom scoring 

function to calculate the accuracy. The predicted grasp choice is scored as a success, if the 

same grasp type was chosen at least once by a human while holding the said object. i.e. 

the same grasp occurs within corresponding input (labeled) probability vector with a 

probability greater than zero.  

Let, �̂�(𝐇|𝐟𝐢) be the predicted grasp probabilities corresponding to the object i  

 �̂�(𝐇|𝐟𝐢)  =  [�̂�(𝐫𝐜. 𝐚𝐛|𝐟𝐢), �̂�(𝐫𝐜. 𝐛𝐜|𝐟𝐢), . , . , . , . , . , . ,  �̂�(𝐰𝐭. 𝐜|𝐟𝐢)]  (3.19) 

Grasp type with the maximum probability is given by 

 �̂�𝐦𝐚𝐱 = 𝐚𝐫𝐠 𝐦𝐚𝐱
𝐣 ∈[𝟏,𝟗]

�̂�(𝐇𝐣|𝐟𝐢)   (3.20) 

Now the scoring is determined as follows: 

 𝐦𝐚𝐭𝐜𝐡 𝐬𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐞(𝐏(𝐇|𝐟𝐢), �̂�(𝐇|𝐟𝐢)) = {
𝟏, 𝐏(�̂�𝐦𝐚𝐱|𝐟𝐢) > 𝟎

𝟎, 𝐏(�̂�𝐦𝐚𝐱|𝐟𝐢) = 𝟎
  (3.21) 

This score is representative of the ability of the algorithm to pick a feasible (human 

validated) grasp out of the nine possible grasps, for a given object. 

We also define another metric called as max match score which is defined as: 

 𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝐦𝐚𝐭𝐜𝐡 𝐬𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐞(𝐏(𝐇|𝐟𝐢), �̂�(𝐇|𝐟𝐢)) = {
𝟏, 𝐏(�̂�𝐦𝐚𝐱|𝐟𝐢) = 𝐏(𝐇𝐦𝐚𝐱|𝐟𝐢)

𝟎, 𝐏(�̂�𝐦𝐚𝐱|𝐟𝐢) = 𝐏(𝐇𝐦𝐚𝐱|𝐟𝐢)
  (3.22) 

This score is representative of the ability of algorithm to predict the most frequently 

applied (labeled) human grasp; as the grasp with the highest probability, out of the nine 
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possible grasps, for a given object. This is metric is much more stringent and therefore we 

can expect max match score to be always lower than match score. 

 𝐦𝐚𝐱 𝐦𝐚𝐭𝐜𝐡 𝐬𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐞(𝐏(𝐇|𝐟𝐢), �̂�(𝐇|𝐟𝐢)) ≤ 𝐦𝐚𝐭𝐜𝐡 𝐬𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐞(𝐏(𝐇|𝐟𝐢), �̂�(𝐇|𝐟𝐢))  (3.23) 

We use match score as the primary scoring metric since the objective is to find one feasible 

grasp that can be successfully executed on the robot. 

3.2.4 Learning Grasps 

The problem of learning now translates to learning a mapping between the object 

features f and the grasp probabilities. 

 𝐟 → 𝐏(𝐇|𝐟) = [𝐏(𝐫𝐜. 𝐚𝐛|𝐟), 𝐏(𝐫𝐜. 𝐛𝐜|𝐟), . , . , . , . , . , . , 𝐏(𝐰𝐭. 𝐜|𝐟)]  (3.24) 

This is a multi-class classification problem with inputs being provided as the probability 

distribution over all the classes (as compared to one-hot encoded, unique labels).  

A Deep Neural Network classifier with binary cross-entropy loss function is chosen 

to learn the model parameters. The deep neural net used for our experiment is outlined 

in Figure 6. The deep network models a function γ(f) for predicting probability 

distribution of grasp types.  

 �̂�(𝐇|𝐟) = 𝛄(𝐟)  (3.25) 

γ(f) models a probability distribution �̂�(𝐇 | 𝐟) over the nine possible grasp types 

from the taxonomy for the given object affordances f that corresponds to the normalized 

probability of a human selecting such a grasp.  
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Figure 6. Grasp Selection Neural Network Classification Model 

This neural net is used for learning the parameters of a γ(f) using object features dataset 

f and labels P(H | f). The weights of the function γ(f) could be optimized using standard 

backpropagation and stochastic gradient decent techniques. The loss function for 

optimizing the weights of this model is chosen based on our motivation to maximize the 

likelihood of our data given the model. We use a binary cross entropy as the loss function. 

Cross entropy measures the deviation between the labeled and predicted probability 

distribution. The objective is to minimize the cross-entropy loss given by: 

 𝐋 (𝐏(𝐇|𝐟), �̂�(𝐇|𝐟)) = ∑ ∑ 𝐏(𝐇𝐣|𝐟𝐢) 𝐥𝐨𝐠𝟐 �̂�(𝐇𝐣|𝐟𝐢)𝐣𝐢   (3.26) 

Where 𝐢 ∈ [𝟏, 𝐍] and N is number of observations and 𝐣 ∈ [𝟏, 𝟗] is an index identifying 

each of the grasps from the 9 grasp configurations.  

At the end of this step we have successful mapping from f to 𝐏(𝐇 | 𝐟).  
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3.2.5 Predicting Grasps for a novel object 

To select and execute a grasp strategy on the robot, we use the object features f* 

selected based on natural language object identification and use the optimized weights 

of  γ(f) to calculate the predicted probability distribution �̂�(𝐇 | 𝐟∗) for the  object under 

consideration.  

 �̂�(𝐇|𝐟∗) = 𝛄(𝐟∗)  (3.27) 

We then choose the grasp with the maximum probability. 

 𝐇∗̂
𝐦𝐚𝐱 = 𝐚𝐫𝐠 𝐦𝐚𝐱

𝐣 ∈[𝟏,𝟗]
�̂�(𝐇𝐣|𝐟

∗)   (3.28) 

The predicted grasp configuration 𝐇∗̂
𝐦𝐚𝐱 contains information regarding the grasp type 

and as well as object dimension along which the grasp can be executed. Therefore, 𝐇∗̂
𝐦𝐚𝐱 

can be easily decomposed into grasp type h* and grasp dimension d*, which can be used 

subsequently to calculate robot hand configuration. 

3.3 Action – Translating Grasps to Robot Kinematics 

The grasp dimension thus obtained, needs to be converted to the grasp size dvf, 

which is essentially the distance between the virtual fingers [9] of a particular grasp type 

h*. This is required to perform inverse kinematics to calculate the joint angles. AR10 

Robotic hand has 10 DOFs with 9 actuators controlling the fingers and one controlling 

the opposing thumb action. For a given object, d* can be converted to the distance 

between virtual fingers dvf  using the object’s dimensions. Figure 5 illustrates the relation 

between d and 𝐝𝐯𝐟. Table 3 provides the conversion from d to dvf. 
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TABLE 3. MAPPING THE GRASP DIMENSION TO DISTANCE BETWEEN VIRTUAL 
FINGERS 

Grasp 
Dimension 

(d) 

Distance between 
Virtual Fingers 

(dvf) 

b b 

c c 

ab √𝐚𝟐 + 𝐛𝟐 

bc √𝐛𝟐 + 𝐜𝟐 

abc √𝐚𝟐 + 𝐛𝟐 + 𝐜𝟐 

 

Note: Grasp dimensions a and ac are not part of the table since none of the grasps are 

along that direction in our dataset. 

Not all objects have regular geometric shapes and the calculated 𝐝𝐯𝐟 may deviate 

from the actual size on such objects. This problem was addressed by adding a scaling 

factor on 𝐝𝐯𝐟 based on physical trials on the robot. Different scaling factors were used for 

different grasp types.  

We require the value of scalar α to calculate the angles of the finger joints. From 

equation(3.15) 

, since 𝛂 is a function of the grasp orientation d, it follows that  𝛂 can be expressed 

as the function of grasp size 𝐝𝐯𝐟 

 𝛂 = 𝐟(𝐝𝐯𝐟, 𝐡)    (3.29) 

For a given grasp type, h is a constant. Within the limited range of motion of each grasp 

type h, 𝐝𝐯𝐟 can be approximated to be linearly related to α, and therefore 

 𝜶 = 𝒘𝟏. 𝐝𝐯𝐟 + 𝒘𝟎 (3.30) 
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We learn the parameters 𝒘𝟏 and 𝒘𝟎 by generating data on the physical robotic arm and 

fitting a linear model between α and dvf. For each grasp type, we vary the value of 𝛂 and 

therefore the joint angles and measure the distance between virtual fingers 𝐝𝐯𝐟. We then 

fit a linear regression model to learn the parameters for each grasp type. 

For a new object instance, once we have the learned grasps types and sizes from 

earlier models, we use the learned inverse kinematics model to configure the robotic hand 

to the desired grasp and perform the grasp action.  
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CHAPTER 4  

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

Our study consisted of three phases namely, the data collection phase, learning 

phase and the validation phase. Data collection phase had experiments designed to 

collate and build data-set of object attributes, their natural language descriptions and the 

grasp labels. Learning phase consisted of three learning models; one for learning object 

attributes from natural language descriptions and identifying the object being described; 

another one for learning grasps from object attributes; the third one for inverse kinematics 

to configure robotic hand. Validation phase consisted of validating the approach by 

executing the grasps physically on a robot with unfamiliar objects. 

4.1 Data Collection 

The data collection phase consisted of building three data-sets, one each for object 

features, natural language descriptions and grasp labels. 

 

Figure 7. A random sample of 10 objects from the object dataset. 
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4.1.1 Objects Dataset 

The final taxonomy of grasp configurations consisted of 9 different configurations. 

In order to ensure adequate representation of all grasp types, it was decided to use at 

least 10 times the observations as the number of grasp types (>90). In the end, a library of 

110 objects of everyday use were compiled to create the objects data-set. The dataset 

consisted of dimension measurements, mass and manually labeled rigidity, material, 

texture, fragility & shape classifications.  

Out of the 110, only 100 of the objects were used for training and testing the 

models. The 10 remaining objects were part of the validation set, that was used only for 

the final validation on the robot. 

TABLE 4. OBJECT FEATURES DATASET – SAMPLE OF 10 OBJECTS 

 

The guiding principal during the creation of the objects database was to ensure that we 

create a dataset that captures sufficient variation in objects features to capture as many 

variations in grasp choices as possible. Given the ergonomics of human grasps, it was 
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1 calculator 15.4 7.9 1.5 116 thin medium medium plastic rigid

2 water bottle 21.5 7.2 7.2 660 prism smooth sturdy metal rigid

3 wood cylinder 8.0 2.9 2.9 21 prism rough sturdy wood rigid

4 cardboard box 15.5 9.0 1.8 66 thin rough medium paper rigid

5 mini rubix cube 3.0 3.0 3.0 12 compact smooth sturdy plastic rigid

6 wood wedge 6.0 3.0 1.5 11 prism rough sturdy wood rigid

7 wood disk 7.2 7.2 2.0 60 compact rough sturdy wood rigid

8 tennis ball 6.4 6.4 6.4 56 radial rough medium fabric soft

9 wood piece 3.7 2.9 1.9 7 compact rough sturdy wood rigid

10 plastic cap 3.4 3.4 1.3 5 compact grippy medium plastic rigid

11 medicine dispenser 12.7 1.7 1.6 7 long smooth medium plastic rigid

12 screw driver 15.4 3.1 3.1 115 prism grippy sturdy plastic rigid
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expected to see the object sizes, shapes and mass to adhere to certain preferred range of 

values.  The analysis of the collected data in Figure 8 shows that there is sufficient variation 

in the dataset compiled. 

 

Figure 8. Pareto histogram analysis of object features 

4.1.2 Natural language descriptions dataset 

For generating the natural language descriptions, we randomly split the data in half and 

engaged two individuals and asked them to write descriptions for each of the objects. 

The subjects were instructed as to purpose of the description and to include descriptions 
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of shape, size, mass, rigidity, and texture. They were also provided with a ruler and kitchen 

weighing scale, and encouraged to use them, in the event they are unable to guess the 

approximate values of dimensions and mass. 

TABLE 5. OBJECT DESCRIPTIONS DATASET – SAMPLE OF 10 OBJECTS 

 

# object description

1 calculator

A scientific calculator with plastic body. It is about fifteen and half 

centimeters long, 8 centimeters wide and appears to be more than one 

and half centimeters thick.

2 water bottle

A metallic water bottle of about seven and quarter centimeters in 

diameter and twenty one and half centimeters long. It is filled with about 

half a liter of water and is heavy.

3 wood cylinder
A cylindrical wood block of about eight centimeters long and about three 

centimeters in diameter. It is light weight. It has a rough surface.

4 cardboard box

An empty cardboard box about fifteen centimeters in length, nine 

centimeters wide and about two centimeters thick. It is very light weight. It 

weighs about sixty grams.

5 mini rubix cube
A mini rubix cube of about three centimeters wide. It is made of plastic 

and has smooth texture.

6 wood wedge

A small piece of wood wedge. About six centimeters long and three 

centimeters wide with an average thickness of one and half centimeters. It 

has rough outer surface.

7 wood disk
A circular wooden piece of about seven centimeters in diameter and two 

centimeters thick. It has a rough outer surface.

8 tennis ball
A tennis ball. It is spherical with a diameter of about 6.4 centimeters. It has 

rough felt exterior and weighs about sixty grams.

9 wood piece
A semi-circular wooden piece. About two centimeters thick and four 

centimeters high. It has rough texture.

10 plastic cap
A small plastic cap of about three centimeters diameter and one 

centimeter high. It is very light weight. It has rough texture.
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4.1.3 Grasp Labeling 

As discussed in previous section, grasp choices depend on variety of factors in 

addition to object’s shape and size. The intent (task) of the grasp and the object’s position 

and orientation are couple of important factors that can influence the grasp choice. 

However, to simplify the model, it was decided to keep these variables constant during 

our experiment and focus on object features. To control for such potential confounding 

factors mentioned above, we limit the domain of the experiment.  

▪ The task definition is restricted to just securely holding the object, i.e., the grasp 

strategies being studied are only applicable to holding and supporting the object 

in midair.  

▪ Any variations in position and orientation of the objects would require the 

participation of the robot arm with an additional 7 DOF along with the 10 DOF of 

the hand. It was decided to exclude grasp variations attributable to the relative 

position and orientation of the objects by keeping them constant for a given 

object.  

While these measures may not eliminate all sources of confusions, they are 

expected to narrow the grasp choices.  

There are nine configurations of grasps in our taxonomy. Not all grasps can be 

applied to all objects. For most objects however, there are multiple ways of grasping a 

given object, even if the intent is to just ‘hold’ the object. So, in order to capture as many 

of the feasible grasps for a given object, we designed the experiment to replicate the 

grasp 9 times – 3 times each by 3 different subjects for each object. Following is the 

process that was employed: 
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▪ The subjects were asked to pick the objects randomly from a bin, feel and move it 

around in their hand and settle on a comfortable and secure grasp.  

▪ The corresponding grasp type was noted against the object. All the grasps were 

identified and noted by the author due to his familiarity of the grasp taxonomy. 

▪ The process was repeated three time with the same subject – each time picking 

the object from one bin and dropping it into another in a random order.  

▪ At each attempt, the subjects were encouraged to try alternate ways of grasping 

the object while ensuring the comfort and security of the grasp. 

▪ The entire process was repeated with 2 other subjects (3 in total).  

At the end of this experiments, we had a frequency distribution of human 

preferred grasp types against each of the 110 objects. Sample data is shown in Table 6. 

TABLE 6. GRASP (FREQUENCY) LABELS – SAMPLE OF 10 LABELS 
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1 calculator 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 2

2 water bottle 0 1 1 2 0 5 0 0 0

3 wood cylinder 0 2 5 2 0 0 0 0 0

4 cardboard box 0 0 5 2 0 0 0 0 2

5 mini rubix cube 1 4 3 1 0 0 0 0 0

6 wood wedge 0 2 4 2 0 0 0 0 1

7 wood disk 4 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 1

8 tennis ball 1 1 2 1 4 0 0 0 0

9 wood piece 2 4 2 1 0 0 0 0 0

10 plastic cap 5 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 1
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4.2 Learning Phase 

The rationale and the concepts of various learning models have been explained in 

section 3.2. Here we discuss the implementation of those learning models on the robot. 

We also discuss the results of running the test data through these trained models and the 

respective observations and findings. 

4.2.1 Learning Object Features - Natural Language Parsing  

Natural Language Parsing was performed using the methodology described in 

section 3.1.2. The output of the NLP was scored to validate the effectiveness of the parsing 

algorithm. To score the numerical values, an Ordinary Least Squares Regression model 

was used. We used the R2 to tweak and improve the NLP model. The final model was able 

to fit with an R2 of 0.98 overall for all dimensions and 0.87 for mass estimations. The 

regression fit for dimension estimations is shown in Figure 9.  

The primary source of errors in this step are the approximate estimates of the 

dimensions by humans. The second source of errors are introduced by the inaccuracies 

in parsing natural language. This results in larger percentage deviations when describing 

smaller dimensions. 

Categorical labels for material, shape & rigidity were scored as well. Figure 9 shows 

the scoring matrix for ‘material’. When sufficient details are not present in the description, 

the objects are classified under ’other’.  
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Figure 9. Left: Parsed vs measured dimensions. Right: ‘Material’ type prediction score 

The NLP algorithm was fairly accurate in parsing such categorical variables. The main 

source of errors here is that often, in the natural course of describing object features, we 

omit mentioning certain features. This behavior stems, most likely from preconceived 

assumptions that such features are very obvious and does not require specific mention. 

E.g. For example, when the subject mentions that the object is made of plastic, they tend 

to omit any mentions of the object’s stiffness. Because usually, plastic objects are rigid. 

However, such assumptions are not valid in all situations and for a structured definition 

of object features, it is desirable to have the complete information. 

4.2.2 Ranking object features 

In most literature that were reviewed, we found references to various object 

affordances that leads to specific grasp choice. Napier [35] in the 1956 paper, has 

discussed various object features that contribute to grasp selection process in humans. 

But in our research, we found that there is no complete list of all attributes that determine 

grasp choices.  
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The list of attributes we chose were based on the literature survey. However, we 

were interested in understanding the influence of various object attributes on grasp 

choices. Napier [35] has emphasized on Shape and Size of objects being the main 

influencers of grasp choice. Weight, texture etc. were considered as secondary factors.  

While compiling a complete proven list of object affordances was out of the scope 

of this study, it was our desire was to prioritize the available list of features in the order of 

their influence on the grasp choices. Such a prioritization would help in focusing our 

modeling efforts on those parameters that can result in better performance of the 

learning models. 

To that end, since we had labeled data, we used a feature ranking approach to 

rank the features in the order of their influence. The most frequently used grasps were 

used as the labels for this data – rendering this a single-label, multi-class classification 

problem. A recursive feature elimination (RFE) method along with Random Forest 

Classifier was used to rank the features [36]. The output of this ranking is shown in Table 

7. 

TABLE 7. FEATURE RANKING ORDER DERIVED FROM RECURSIVE FEATURE 
ELIMINATION 

 

Quite expectedly, the ranking showed that dimensions, followed by shape were the most 

influential features deciding grasp. However, it was interesting to note that the most 

important dimension was the intermediate dimension b followed by the shortest 
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Feature Ranking 3 1 2 5 4 7 8 6 9
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dimension c and then by the longest dimension a. This ranking is consistent with the 

observations. For most objects, especially the larger ones, human tendency is to always 

grasp it along the shorter dimension which derives simply from the fact that it is 

comfortable to hold an object along its shorter dimensions – in most cases. 

4.2.3 Learning to identify objects and recall object features 

The deep neural network classifier performs better when trained and tested on 

structured input data. We use natural language parsing to convert unstructured human 

description to a structured format. Using the structured form, we perform a distance 

based contextual search on the objects database and get the full feature definition of the 

object using the ‘memory recall’ method described in section 3.1.3 

To validate this ‘memory recall’ methodology, we used the natural language 

descriptions and parsed them into a structured list of features. This list of features 

extracted , usually contains only a subset of the features and they tend to deviate from 

the actual due to approximation errors which are common in human language. 

We use this subset features to query and match the object being described to an 

object in the database. The accuracy of identification depends on the clarity, 

completeness, and precision of the natural language description. The more information 

the description contains, the more confidence there is in the object identification process.  

We started with only the natural language description of each object, to check if 

the algorithm can pick the respective object from the list of 100 objects. The accuracy was 

92% i.e. 92 times out of 100, the natural language input provided returned the correct 

object type. The remaining 8 times, a different object was matched.  
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Figure 10. Actual vs. Labeled Object IDs. Points offset from line: mis-identified objects 

Upon investigation, the sources of confusion were found to be: 

▪ In 4 out of 8 instances, the descriptions were clearly incomplete. With insufficient 

information, there were multiple candidates that matched the descriptions and the 

algorithm chose one of them. 

▪ In 3 out of 8 instances, the objects were very similar, and confusion was quite 

understandable. For example, a tennis ball and a plastic ball of similar sizes. The 

material description that could have been tie-breaker, was missing in the 

description and hence the confusion. 

▪ In 1 out of 8, the rounded dimensions were quite off from the actual dimensions, 

stemming from the errors in parsing process and that resulted in the confusion. 
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This demonstrated that the algorithm was effective in object identification under 

uncertainty. The algorithm failed only when the information in the natural language was 

incorrect or insufficient.  

Despite the confusion, it was interesting to note that the objects chosen by the 

algorithm were physically identical to the objects being described. The ultimate purpose 

of identifying the object is to choose an appropriate grasp. To that end, a mis-match here 

is not necessarily detrimental to the grasp choice. It is still possible to identify the correct 

grasp with the wrong object as long as the object is physically similar to the object being 

described. 

4.2.4 Learning Grasps 

The features from the object database were used as the input to train the deep 

learning model for Grasp selection. The labels for this supervised learning models were 

the experimentally tabulated grasp frequencies. The grasp frequencies were converted to 

normalized probability distribution and were used to minimize the cross-entropy between 

the labeled and learned probability distributions. 

Learning models for Grasps were modeled in Python using TensorFlow Deep 

Learning libraries with Keras wrapper. The input layer consisted of 27 nodes which are 

derived from the 9 object features by transforming the categorical features to one-hot 

encoded vectors.  

The output layer consisted of nine nodes corresponding to the nine grasp types 

from the taxonomy gdi . The nine nodes were modeled to yield a Softmax of discrete 

values of the outputs; representing the probability distribution of the nine feasible grasp  

types. 
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The model consisted of three hidden layers. During the training trials a deeper 

network with three layers was found to marginally improve the accuracy as compared to 

shallow one layered network. Adding more than three layers did not improve the results 

any further. The activation function used for all the hidden layers was ReLU. 

 

Figure 11. Deep Neural Network – Metrics Convergence History 
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The solver selected for optimization was ADAM – which is a gradient based, first-order 

optimization engine. Model hyper-parameters were tuned manually using 4-fold cross-

validation for optimizing the hyperparameters. The chart shown in Figure 11 shows the 

loss function and the accuracy metrics along the model convergence. 

TABLE 8. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF LABELED VS. PREDICTED GRASPS 

 

Once we had satisfactory scores, a randomized stratified split of the 100 objects was used 

split the data into training and test data. The model was re-trained with only the training 

data and the test data was used to generate scores which are reported in Table 8. 

The scores for the model converged to a ‘match score’ of 100%. It is important to 

note that the ‘match score’ was defined by equation (3.21) as the success of finding the 

predicted grasp type (one with maximum predicted probability) being found among the 
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human preferred grasps (grasps having probability greater than zero) for the given 

object. This shows that the model was able to pick feasible (human validated) grasps for 

all objects. 

 

Figure 12. Confusion Matrix of most preferred Grasps on 20 objects from Test Set 

The max-match-score, on the other hand, measures the accuracy of predicting the most 

frequently used human grasp on the given object. Shown in Figure 12 is confusion matrix 

for max-match-score. In other words, this would have been the accuracy score, have 

treated the grasp learning problem as a multi-class, single label classification problem. The 

scores on the test set for max-match were 80%. In other words, for 16 of the 20 test 

objects, the grasp most preferred by the deep neural net, is the same grasp used most 

frequently by human subjects. 
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Post the training phase, the final model was trained with all available data and the 

weights stored in a binary file to be used for future grasp predictions on novel/unfamiliar 

objects. 

 

4.2.5 Learning parameters of the Inverse Kinematics Model 

As described in section 3.3, we use a linear model to define the inverse kinematics 

relation between the grasp size 𝐝𝐯𝐟 and the scalar α.  

To generate the grasp curves to fit the linear model, we first manually tune the 

joint angles to match a grasp type, say ‘wp’ (Power-Prismatic). We then scale all the joint 

angles by a scalar αx and measure the distance dx between the virtual fingers of the grasp. 

We capture data for various values of αx. Using the data, we learn the parameters of a 

linear model mapping the α to dvf for each grasp type. We learn the parameters w1 and 

w0 by fitting a linear model and minimizing the least square error. Now, w0 and w1  are 

available to be used in forward kinematics (𝐝𝐯𝐟 given α) and Inverse kinematics (α given 

𝐝𝐯𝐟) calculations. 
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Figure 13. Grasp size dvf vs. Scalar α - Inverse Kinematics Charts 

4.3 Robot Grasp Execution and Validation 

Once we had achieved acceptable performance from our learning models, we 

tested it on the validation set consisting of ten objects. The 10 objects from the validation 

set were not included in the dataset used to train any of the learning modules. As such 

these 10 objects were unfamiliar/unknown to our learning model. 

The objective of this experiment was to take in the natural language descriptions 

of each of these objects and translate that into a grasp action on the robot. To accomplish 

this, it was required to seamlessly connect all the leaning models in Python so that output 

from one model can transfer its predictions to the next one – all the way up to configuring 

the robot fingers for executing the grasps. 
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As shown in the graphic, we combined all the learning modules including the 

Inverse Kinematics module. This combined module was interfaced with ROS Python 

libraries to control the AR10 and Sawyer robots.  

 

Figure 14. Data flow diagram for grasping novel objects 

We positioned each of the objects in the default position and orientation. We provided 

the natural language description of the respective objects as input into a Python console.  
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Figure 15. Entering description followed by code execution in Python console. 

 

Figure 16. Robot Setup: Sawyer Robotic Arm with AR10 Robotic Hand attachment 
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We let the robot choose the grasp type using just the object description based on the 

learning models. To validate the security of the grasp, we performed brief maneuvers 

using the AR10 hand mounted on Sawyer robot including Lift, Hold and Place. If the grasp 

is secure during the maneuvers, we label the grasp as success. 

4.3.1 Results 

In our experiments, for all the 10 objects of the validation set, the grasps predicted 

by the robot were part of the valid set of the human grasps i.e. the same grasps were 

chosen at least once by humans during the grasping trials for the same object. 

For 8 out of 10 objects, the grasp type chosen by the learned model,  in fact, 

matched the most frequently applied human grasp type.  

There were two instances of failure on the robot. Of the one that failed (a smooth 

plastic cap), the grasp chosen by the model was same as the most preferred (frequent) 

human grasp, but the failure on AR10 could be attributed to the limitations of the AR10’s 

degrees of freedom and inadequate friction.  

The other failed trial was on a wallet. The learned grasp choice on wallet was 

different from the most preferred human grasp; however, it was one of the grasps used 

by humans and hence it was a valid grasp label. The robot found it difficult to secure the 

object as predicted. The reason being, the wallet opened while the grasp was in progress. 

A human could have modified the grasp strategy midway – but that was not possible 

with the present setup 

Another interesting observation was on the coffee can. The learned grasp on the 

coffee can was different from the most preferred human grasp, yet the grasp was 

successful. 
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Figure 17. Robot grasp trials with 10 test objects (Part 1 of 2).  
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Figure 18. Robot grasp trials with 10 test objects (Part 2 of 2) 

Note:  𝐇𝐦𝐚𝐱 stands for human labeled grasps; �̂�𝐦𝐚𝐱 stands for Learned grasp. �̂�𝐦𝐚𝐱 in red 

color indicates mismatch with human grasp preference. ’Grasp: Failure’ indicates robot’s 

inability to grasp the object. ‘Grasp: Success’ indicates that the grasp was successfully 

executed on the AR10 Robotic Hand. 
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CHAPTER 5  

DISCUSSIONS 

The objective of this study was to predict and execute grasps based on object 

descriptions. Just as in humans, this involves a series of decision making processes using 

experience and knowledge of the physical world as the basis. 

Using data and various probabilistic machine learning models, we were able to 

replicate the human grasping behavior albeit within the limited domain of grasping 

household objects. Along the way we made few significant observations that aided the 

selection and evolution of our learning models and helped in making few novel 

contributions to the robotic grasping problem. Following are some such important 

observations and contributions coming out of this research. 

Human grasp choices are probabilistic – Human grasp choices are probabilistic 

even when most of variables are fixed. We started with the intent of training robots to 

choose an ideal grasp for a given object. Very early in the study, it was clear that in order 

to predict grasps, the grasp labels have to be probabilistic. The data we collected during 

human trials validated this interpretation - most objects had more than one grasp type 

associated with it – even if the function was same. Accepting this probabilistic nature of 

grasp selection, helped in designing a practical learning model. 

Object size and shape are the principal factors in deciding grasps. While this 

conclusion is not new, and they have been discussed in medical journals of the past [35]. 

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first time that this has been demonstrated 

through data analysis by using the method of recursive feature elimination. In addition to 
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understanding the significance, we were able to rank these object features in the order 

of importance.  

Algorithm development for parsing natural language object descriptions. Natural 

language processing is a mature and growing field with many useful applications. Casual, 

human-like, conversational natural language interactions with robots is the desired end 

state for many robotics researchers. In this study we have a unique situation of helping a 

robot understand its environment by describing the features that matter. While 

describing physical features of an object, we encounter quantitative but approximate 

descriptions of features such as size and mass; qualitative and often subjective 

descriptions of textures, shapes, stiffness. In this study, we have developed a parsing 

algorithm specific to this context and we have been successful in extracting this 

meaningful information with elevated levels of confidence (Coefficient of determination 

of 0.98 between actual and natural language extracted dimensions) 

Helping the robot recall its memory of objects. Simply describing an objects 

features does not give one the ability to grasp it – neither in humans nor in robots. It 

comes from referencing the information available with experience or familiarity of having 

held such objects. Recalling and knowing the specific object being described – is an 

important skill that robots need to acquire before attempting a grasp. The object 

recognition algorithm provides a means of precisely identifying the object being 

described. In the event of confusion, it still identifies the closest object with similar physical 

features – ensuring that there is enough information to continue onto grasp execution. 

Reducing dimensionality of five fingered grasps. The AR10 Robotic hand is one of 

the simplest of robotic hands with only 10 degrees of freedom (against the 20 DOF of 

human hand). Even then labeling, creating learning models, and predicting grasps in 
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terms of the 10 joint angles is quite complex. An important contribution of this paper is to 

convert the 10 DOF problem to a 2 DOF problem by drawing inspiration from and 

mapping grasps to human grasping taxonomies. Just by knowing grasp type and size, we 

can span a large swath of the 10-dimensional space. This approach facilitated in easy 

labeling of grasps and hence led to an easier approach to learn & predict grasps. 

Deep learning model to predict grasps. The intent of this study was to use the latest 

developments in AI and Machine Learning area in an attempt to solve robotic grasping. 

In this endeavor, it was required to take unstructured information related to object 

features and human grasping behavior and translate into a structured format amenable 

for a learning algorithm. In the course of modeling the problem, we have formulated and 

solved several sub-problems involving collecting & classifying data, identifying and 

formatting features. Many of these concepts can be re-used for future studies. 

Inverse Kinematics of robotic hand without optimization. By predicting grasp 

strategy based on object description, we have solved a reasonably complex problem. 

However, we would have to use traditional methods to translate these grasp 

configurations on to the robot. We would require using inverse kinematics methods 

which would involve solving iterative optimization problems. Once again we decided to 

take advantage of the machine learning models to convert the inverse kinematics 

problem into a linear regression model. The advantage of this approach is that we learn 

the model once and deploy it on the robot. At robot end, due to the simplicity of the 

model, the inverse kinematic calculations happen in near real time – reacting quickly to 

human natural language descriptions of the objects. 

Managing error propagation through sequential learning models. Grasp selection 

in humans is a sequential decision-making process. In building similar sequential machine 
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learning models that take inputs from the previous model and pass the output to the next 

model, we are trying to emulate the human grasping strategy. However, in such 

sequential learning model, errors from one model permeate into the next model. While 

there were errors in each stage of learning (and prediction), we did not see a significant 

impact on the final grasp execution on the robot. The two failures in grasp execution were 

not due to errors in the model but were a result of the known, in-built limitations of the 

setup & the model. The primary reason for this is that while human grasp system is 

complex, it is also highly resilient to external perturbations of the variables. When 

modeling robot gasps using human grasp primitives, we emulated this resilience behavior 

as well. For example, there are multiple ways to grasp an object, so it is less likely to choose 

a wrong grasp as we have seen from the results of our deep learning model (100% match 

score). It also helps that objects that we are using were designed with the intent of 

handling by five fingered hands. So, when there is a mis-calculation in, say the grasp 

dimension, the fingers conform to the object shape and still result in a secure grasp.  

The focus of future research should no doubt be on improving the accuracy and 

mitigating some of the above errors. In the meantime, however, five fingered robotic 

grasping can handle a little uncertainty and yet yield satisfactory results. 

5.1 Conclusions 

This paper has presented an approach to parse object descriptions in natural 

language and determine the appropriate grasping strategy using the parsed object 

attributes. The framework of grasping strategy determination was developed through a 

combination of probabilistic and machine learning models to teach robots to grasp 

unfamiliar object. The model performance in predicting grasps is already quite 

satisfactory. These learning models could be easily extended to include additional inputs 
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for position, orientation, grasp intent etc. for a broader applicability. With more 

sophisticated robotic arms built with multiple tactile sensors and precision force control, 

we can train models such as these with more data and realize better performance in 

executing the grasps on real world objects.  

In summary, the experiments show that emulating human behavior (for learning 

and grasping) is a practical way to build an autonomous robotic hand capable of 

adapting to unfamiliar environment.  
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CHAPTER 6  

FUTURE WORK 

The objective of this study was to conceive a methodology to solve robotic 

grasping. A methodology that can be applied in the short to medium term, using the 

latest available machine learning tools. The results show that the model proposed based 

on emulating human grasping behavior can perform reasonable well.  

There are obvious limitations to this model in its present state. There are several 

ways this research could be extended to address some of the limitations. Few of the 

potential research directions are discussed below. 

One of the key elements that define a grasp is the force. It was not possible to 

include force in the present research due to the limitation of the AR10 robotic hand 

lacking force sensors and controller. Learning the right amount of force to be applied at 

each of the actuators based on object’s material, stiffness or texture could significantly 

improve the quality of grasps. 

The other area of exploration could be to expand the data set to include grasps for 

different functions – beyond just holding the object. For example, the complete work flow 

of picking, moving and placing or handing-over an object could be modeled by 

introducing additional features related to tasks in the deep learning model. 

When it comes to picking and placing, object’s position and orientation become 

significant inputs that determine the grasp type. Addressing variations in position and 

orientation, requires the use of a robotic arm along with the hand. The approach used in 

this study could be extended to include position and orientation as features. This warrant 

detailed study. 
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Another potential area of study would be to explore if this learning approach can 

be combined with other modes of perception such as vision to get better understanding 

of the object affordances and execute the grasps more reliably. 
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